Abnormal for Microsoft 365
Complement Microsoft’s threat intelligence-based defenses with
precise, behavioral analysis-based protection against all email
and account takeover attacks.
Fastest Path to
Complete Protection

Works with Microsoft
Defender for Office 365

Integrated Admin and
End-User Experience

Deploy in minutes at any scale.
No configuration or custom
policies required.

More than half of Abnormal
enterprise customers do
not use a SEG.

Single management pane
for Microsoft and Abnormal,
plus native Outlook experience
for users.

Microsoft Threat Intel

Abnormal Behavioral AI

• Basic Spam

• Malware Protection

• Behavioral Spam

• Simplified URL Rewriting

• No Graymail

• Phishing Protection

• Behavioral Graymail

• Social Engineering
Protection

• Behavioral Malware
Protection
• Phishing Protection

• Account Compromise
Protection
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Natively Integrates with Microsoft
Integrate within minutes via APIs, without any
disruption to email flow. No changes to your
email configuration or MX records are required.
Plus, there is no need to configure Abnormal or
to set custom policies. It learns from existing
emails to baseline good behavior and stop all
bad email.

Integrated Visibility and Control
With a single pane of glass, analysts no
longer need to toggle between the Microsoft
dashboard and other email security solution
dashboards.
With deep integration, you get unified visibility
and control across Microsoft 365 and Abnormal,
greatly simplifying investigation, remediation,
follow-up, and reporting.

Enhance Microsoft with Behavioral AI
By deeply understanding entities—users and
vendors, their behavior, relationships, and tone
and content shared—Abnormal precisely
detects anomalies and blocks attacks that
evade Microsoft.
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Improved End-User Experience
and Productivity
Abnormal learns end-user preferences by
observing how they move messages between
folders, allowing it to automatically create and
manage individualized safe and blocklists, as
well as deliver spam and graymail to junk and
promotional folders respectively. End users no
longer have to rely on spam and quarantine
digests to salvage missed messages.

Try Abnormal Today
Integrate within minutes via one-click API, with no disrpution to mail flow.
No changes to your email configuration or custom policies required.

www.abnormalsecurity.com/risk
Also Available on Azure Marketplace

